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Variable applications and methodologies are used in the Digital Twin technology. Digital Twin as a trending
technology is also a general topic of many industry-oriented research projects. To develop and implement a novel
technology, a detailed study of any single part of a system is required. This paper presents a development case
study of the parametric Digital Twin of autonomous electric vehicle transmission. Digital Twin combines
the advantages of software models and real equipment to reduce total test runs and safe maintenance. The primary
duty of the Digital Twin is to allow complete synchronization and connectivity between virtual and real entities.
The paper presents a detailed structural description of the virtual entity that considers the parametrization of the
transmission.

1. INTRODUCTION
As traditional design methods and control approaches are often ignored, it is impossible
to receive, store, and process real-time data. However, the Digital Twin (DT) concept enables
use of system data in many different ways, i.e., not only for detecting anomaly or fault.
The advantage of DT is an ability to simulate several modes of system behaviour, trying to
reproduce the actual data from the object to predict operation modes that may contain serious
failures or just improve the overall performance. The DT concept is based on the idea that
a digital informational construct about a physical system could be created as an entity on its
own [1].
A distinct advantage of the DT technology is the ability to review detailed data
of a single system unit. As a result, DT helps to determine the components that lead to poor
performance of a system and thus can be replaced to improve results. That is a merit
of essential importance for such a complex system as a propulsion motor-drive system
of an electric vehicle that typically includes an electrical machine(s) (motor(s) and/or
generator), transmission (reduction gear or gearbox, bearings, etc.), power electronics
converter, sensors, and control units. The mechanical part of the electrical drive system causes
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a major proportion of overall faults that are degenerative, i.e., they tend to increase with time
[2]. Maintenance of the mechanical part and checking the mechanical operation of devices,
verifying proper lubrication, and manually or electrically operating any device that seldom
operates should be standard practice [3] for any electrical drive application. DT solution
covers a wide range of services, such as efficiency improvement, minimization of failure
rates, shortening of development cycles, and opening up new business opportunities [4].
DT, as a virtual entity, must digitally mirror processes occurring within a physical entity.
In the real world, multiple physical effects act on an object simultaneously [5], and it is
impossible to consider the electrical drive system as an electrical device. There is always
a need to consider other phenomena, such as thermal effects or mechanical vibrations. This
optimum may need to be reconsidered. DT must reflect effects in different physical domains
(electrical, mechanical, thermal). The current study is a part of the research project [6] with
the final goal to develop a specialized unsupervised prognosis and control platform for
the propulsion drive of an autonomous electric vehicle that may be used for performance
estimation, control system tuning, maintenance and diagnostics, and many other services.
The main aim of the paper is to present a development process of a parametric DT for
an autonomous electric vehicle transmission.
2. TRANSMISSION PARAMETRIZATION
2.1. TEST PLATFORM (ISEAUTO)

ISEAUTO is the first Estonian self-driving vehicle developed in cooperation between
Tallinn University of Technology (TalTech) and several industrial partners. ISEAUTO is
a last-mile vehicle designed to operate mainly on the TalTech campus. Therefore, the speed
of the car is limited up to 20 km/h. ISEAUTO self-driving vehicle is an interdisciplinary
project that includes contributions from different fields [7]. The mechanical structure is
an essential part of a self-driving vehicle; it is to be altered and designed to guarantee
dynamical unwavering. ISEAUTO self-driving car was built on a Mitsubishi i-MiEV trolley
based on Y4F1 permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) [8]. Electrical motors show
better performance at a precise speed and torque [9]. That performance region depends on
the type of the motor and is usually chosen based on a certain application. While ISEAUTO
is a last-mile vehicle and its speed is limited, the transmission is used to cover the best
efficiency region of the propulsion motor. The transmission used in the self-driving vehicle
F1E1A (without shifting function) comprises a simple meshing of two pairs of gears as well
as a highly reliable differential at an overall reduction ratio of 6.066.
2.2. 3D. SCANNING OF TRANSMISSION

To define the domain to be simulated, specific data is required, such as mechanical and
material characteristics, Poisson's ratio (i.e., the negative of the ratio of (signed) transverse
strain to (signed) axial strain) and Young's modulus (i.e., a mechanical property that measures
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the stiffness of a solid material), which create the geometry of the component [10]. For the
first step of transmission parametrization, the spatial model was created using 3D scanner
ATOS II 400. This inspection hardware uses structured light technology, and the measuring
frequency is 1.4 mil points per 7 seconds. The resolution is 0.177 mm. For larger object
digitalization, markers should be used – those are being installed on the scanning object to
merge various scanning pictures later during the post-processing process [11]. The advantages
of this scanning technology are: high precision in a short amount of time and technology safe
to the eyes. Disadvantages are: system setup is sensible to the ambient light; glance surfaces
are impossible to 3D scan, and precision is not enough for small detailed parts with various
surface features such as ribs and sharp corners. In related research, due to its high precision
for large object inspection, the ATOS 3D scanner was used for digitalization of transmission.
As a result, autonomous electric vehicle transmission shown in Fig. 1 is taken as a spatial
entity of the DT.

Fig. 1. The parametrization of DT spatial entity of the transmission accomplished with 3D scanner ATOS II 400

F1E1A is a double stage type transmission with four gears, as shown in Fig. 2. The first
gear is the pinion gear of the input shaft, which is connected to the rotor of the vehicle traction
motor. The second and third pinion gears have a common shaft. The fourth gear is connected
to the output shaft and vehicle differential. The parameters of gears are presented in Table 1;
all the shafts have the same diameter of 22 mm.
Table 1. Transmission gears
Gear
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Diameter, mm
58.9
93.9
56.1
179

Width, mm
27
251
32.2
27.6

Teeth number
25
42
18
65
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Fig. 2. F1E1A transmission levels and construction

Gear ratio (n) of the transmission can be calculated by the next equation:
𝑛=

𝑛4
𝑛3

×

𝑛2
𝑛1

,

(1)

where n(1..4) is the number of teeth of gear 1..4, respectively. Gear ratio depends on the
maximum speed, the wheel radius, the maximum motor speed, and the traction power between
the road and the tires. A smaller motor speed relative to the vehicle speed means a lower gear
ratio, smaller size, and lower cost [8].
To switch the working modes, a shift position switch is used. While there is no gear
shifting mechanism, no actual gear change occurs when the shift position is changed, but
the shift position detected by the shift position switch is transmitted to the vehicle control
unit, e.g., when the shift position switch is in reverse, the motor revolution is inverted.
Regene-rative brake is in the standard model of the standard driving mode of the vehicle.
However, the transmission has an additional regenerative brake mode in which a stronger
deceleration effect can be obtained by enhancing the regenerative brake effort, and a so-called
comfort mode, suitable for driving through the suburbs by decreasing the regenerative brake.
2.3. THE EFFICIENCY OF THE TRANSMISSION

Power losses in transmission appear in gears, bearings, and seals. Moreover, auxiliary
losses should also be considered. Gear and bearing losses are separated into two different
categories: load and no-load dependent losses [12, 13], the transmission losses (∆𝑝𝑚𝑒ℎ ) are
classified in Fig. 3. It is important to note that for nominal power transmission, the load losses
of the gear are typically dominant, and in the case of part load and high speed, no-load losses
dominate the total losses [14].
∆𝑝𝑚𝑒ℎ = ∆𝑝𝐺0 + ∆𝑝𝐺𝐿 + ∆𝑝𝐵0 + ∆𝑝𝐵𝐿 + ∆𝑝𝑠 + ∆𝑝𝑎𝑢𝑥

(2)
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No-load gear losses are independent of the loading torque. They appear with the rotation
of the mechanism since no-load losses may be counted as lubricant losses due to the viscosity
and density of the lubricant, internal design of the transmission, and bearings. No-load gear
losses rely on the arrangement, size, type, lubricant viscosity, and immersion depth.

Fig. 3. Power losses in transmission

Load dependent gear losses occur in the contact point of the power transmitting elements.
Load dependent gear losses rely on the friction force (FR(X)) and relative velocity Vrel (X), and
follow the basic Coulomb law:
∆𝑝𝐺𝐿 = 𝐹𝑅(𝑋) ∙ 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑙 (𝑋)

(3)

Commonly, load dependent gear losses that take into account the gear loss factor is
expressed as:
∆𝑝𝐺𝐿 = 𝑃𝐼𝑁 ∙ 𝐻𝑉 ∙ 𝜇𝑚𝑍 ,

(4)

where: 𝑃𝐼𝑁 is the transmission input power, 𝐻𝑉 is the gear loss factor and μmZ is the coefficient
of friction.
Gear loss factor (𝐻𝑉 ) is a constant calculated based on the base helix angle, load
distribution, the path of contact, and other gear parameters. In their study, C. Fernandes et al.
[12] give three different equations for the calculation and propose the calculation method that
does not consider the elastic effects of the gears. They show the influence of the calculation
of the gear loss factor that is dependent on the geometry of the gear in the prediction of the
power loss. The average coefficient of friction (𝜇𝑚𝑍 ) between the gear teeth for different gear
geometries is a complex gain that is usually based on empirical results, and naturally,
the results vary for the same operating conditions.
No-load bearing losses highly depend on the bearing type and size (e.g., lowest no-load
losses of radial bearings are expected for cylindrical roller bearings [12]), bearing
arrangement, lubricant viscosity, and supply. Load dependent bearing losses rely on the size,
type, rolling (load) and sliding conditions, and lubricant type. Wimmer et al. [15] provide
an analysis of the influence of different bearing types on no-load and load losses.
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Shaft sealing losses are caused by the friction that occurs between the shaft, and its
sealing. Shaft sealing losses (∆𝑝𝑠 ) depend on the shaft diameter (D) and rotational speed (n),
and according to C. Changenet et al. [16], these losses can be calculated by:
∆𝑝𝑠 = 7.69 ∙ 10−6 ∙ 𝐷 2 ∙ 𝑛

(5)

Auxiliary losses take into account losses that are hard to determine, e.g., lubricant losses.
Transmission requires lubricant to avoid friction and deformations on the gears teeth
connection where losses occur when the lubricant is splashed to the pinion, which creates
a drag torque on it. Lubricant losses depend on the rotational speed of the pinion, the surface
area of the pinion contacts with the lubricant, pitch diameter of the pinion, and density of the
lubricant. C. Changenet et al. [16] give an equation to estimate the drag torque that is acting
on a pinion as an additional load.

Fig. 4. 3D model of a F1E1A gearbox gears

Fig. 5. Efficiency map of a F1E1A gearbox

Various computation tools are used to determine the power losses and build an efficiency
map of the mechanical transmission. WTplus software [17] developed in TU Munich is used
to calculate the efficiency and the heat management of any manual, automatic, and industrial
gearbox. Another software is KISSsoft, with a special template implemented in KISSsys to
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automate the efficiency calculation and thermal rating of a whole gearbox - including gears,
shafts, bearings, seals, discs, synchronizers, and other machine elements [18]. By measuring
all the gears of the existing F1E1A gearbox, the 3D model was built, which can be observed
in Fig. 4. Using the KISSsoft software, we imported a 3D model to the software we used to
calculate a gearbox's efficiency. By considering materials, bearings, grease, etc., an efficiency
map of a gearbox was calculated and shown in Fig. 5. The torque and speed upper limit is
defined by an electric drive's capabilities, which is 150 Nm of torque and 3000 rpm of speed.
3. DIGITAL TWIN
DT simulation of the transmission has two key parts, as shown in Fig. 6. A primary
simulator is a ROS Node that receives an input consisting of torque (𝜏𝑖𝑛 ) and angular velocity
(𝜔𝑖𝑛 ) via the ROS Bridge protocol. This input can be supplied by any ROS-based motor
controller with an encoder, even a simulated one. The primary simulator then calculates an
expected output based on the following equations:
𝜏𝑜𝑢𝑡 =

𝜏𝑖𝑛
𝑛

,

𝜔𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝜔𝑖𝑛 ∙ 𝑛 ,

(6)
(7)

where n is calculated using formula (1); efficiency simulation of the transmission is one
of the main tasks of the primary simulator.
It is achieved by interpolating the efficiency of the transmission at a specific torque and
angular velocity based on an empirically (generated, gathered, collected, created) efficiency
map. Afterward, the resulting torque (𝜏𝑜𝑢𝑡 ), angular velocity (𝜔𝑜𝑢𝑡 ) and efficiency are
published as a ROS topic for further use by the second part of the DT – 3D Visualizer.

Fig. 6. The operational architecture of the transmission Digital Twin
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Both simulation and visualization of the transmission are based on the framework
created for the DT of the load motor [19]. They work and communicate in the same way via
the ROS Bridge; however, visualization of the transmission does not provide feedback to
the simulation because there is no closed-loop speed controller that requires feedback.
The transmission does not drive itself. It only converts the inputs it is given by the rest
of the system.
Visualizer is responsible for providing a 3D representation of the behaviour of the DT,
Unity 3D capture of the transmission shown in Fig. 7. It is achieved by taking the data
published by the primary simulator and feeding it to the 3D model controller that recalculates
states of each 3D object and makes the transmission's CAD model appear on the screen as
the real transmission would in any given conditions.

Fig. 7. Unity 3D live visualization of transmission

Digital Twin of the gearbox creation process architecture is presented in Fig. 8. 3D scan
of the gearbox is required to determine mechanical and material characteristics. Obtained data
is used to create a spatial model of the gearbox, which later can be used in the simulator.
The simulator is consisting of a middle-layer, in our case is ROS, and data is taken from
he cloud server. Finally, the 3D visualizer block uses a Unity 3D engine and demonstrates the
gearbox work.

Fig. 8. Process architecture
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4. CONCLUSION
The transmission parametrization process starts with 3D scanning of the studied object,
followed by the prescription of gears and efficiency calculation. The spatial model created in
the Unity 3D real-time development platform is supplied with proper inputs and outputs to
connect the physical model. Such a physical model that takes into account the efficiency
of autonomous electric vehicle transmission serves as a perfect tool to construct the DT for
the mechanical part of the whole propulsion motor-drive system. The concept of Virtual
Sensors based on the developed DT may be introduced. The overall performance
of the current autonomous electric vehicle may be studied and improved based on
the developed DT.
The future transmission DT development will include combining transmission DT with
the DTs of the other parts of the propulsion drive of autonomous electric vehicles (motor,
controller, etc.). Moreover, transmission DT will be synchronized with the real transmission
on the developed test bench [20] and will be trained to provide a bridge between real and
virtual entities of the system. Artificial Intelligence (AI)-based system will be developed to
be able to diagnose and predict the condition of the device to timely provided services (incl.
future services schedules), data about unusual situations and other circumstances based on the
historical data of the propulsion drive system and the physical/mathematical model (DT).
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